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SMARTLY
with less data

Knowledge/Physics-AI

SAFELY
certified and regulated

Trustworthy-AI

RESPONSIBLY
by empowering people

Societal-AI

CAREFULLY
in a human-centric way

Human-AI

DESCARTES IS A CROSS DISCIPLINARY PROGRAM INVOLVING STEM AND 
NON-STEM RESEARCH WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AT ITS CORE AND EXPERTISES IN:

Formal 
methods

Trusted AI: 
explainaibility and

verification

DesCartes Case Studies BuilderUse Cases
Identified with Singapore governmental
agencies and industries, to support, 
strengthen, accelerate agencies vision 
and roadmap within the Future 
Smart City context.

3 case-studies will validate the Builder 
in collaboration with industrial partners involved 
in the project: ESI Group, CETIM Matcor 
(structure monitoring), Thales, ARIA (control of 
drones), EDF SG (digital energy).

A fully integrated program: DesCartes 
ranges from fundamental sciences 
to industrial applications.

The main technological outcome of 
DesCartes will be its application “Builder”. 
It will integrate methods and tools 
developed in DesCartes and will 
assimilate developments, following 
ethical and legal guidelines, for 
large-scale development of 
Hybrid AI for smart cities.
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 80
Investigators
half from France, half from Singapore

50
SGD million 
budget for DesCartes program

5
years
duration for DesCartes program

Data Science
data reduction,

data visualisation,
smart data

Humanities

Philosophy, law,
linguistics

Signal 
& image 

processing

200+
years
of PhDs and Research Fellows

This research is supported by the National Research Foundation, Prime Minister’s Office, Singapore under its Campus for Research 
Excellence and Technological Enterprise (CREATE) programme.
CREATE is an international collaboratory housing research centres set up by top universities. At CREATE, researchers from diverse 
disciplines and backgrounds work closely together to perform cutting-edge research in strategic areas of interest, for translation 
into practical applications leading to positive economic and societal outcomes for Singapore. The interdisciplinary research centres 
at CREATE focus on four areas of interdisciplinary thematic areas of research, namely human systems, energy systems, environ-
mental systems and urban systems. More information on the CREATE programme can be obtained from www.create.edu.sg.

DESCARTES PROGRAM IS LED BY CNRS, TOGETHER WITH:

HYBRID AI WILL HELP US TO SUPPORT SMART CITY CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURES:

Program DesCartes aims to develop disruptive hybrid AI to serve the smart city and enable 
optimized decision-making in complex situations for critical urban systems.

Social
Sciences

communication, 
psychology, sociology,

anthropology, economics

DesCartes
a new Hybrid paradigm for AI,

combining human and machine reasoning
to control critical infrastructures in a smart

city, at the intersection of engineering, 
knowledge and society

DesCartes
More than an AI program:

a crossdisciplinary framework


